
MATING ANALYSIS
You may submit your mare online at lanesend.com or call 859-873-7300 to discuss  
your matings with CHRIS KNEHR, cknehr@lanesend.com or JILL MCCULLY,  
jillmac@lanesend.com.

THE FACTOR
War Front - Greyciousness, by Miswaki
2008 Gray/roan |  16 Hands

A multiple grade one winner The Factor is one of the most electrifying sprinter/milers of 
recent times, and is a son of the remarkable young Danzig stallion, War Front. Represented 
by a sensational first yearling crop, he has his first runners in 2016.

War Front has enjoyed considerable success when bred over mares from the Mr. 
Prospector line. War Front himself is out of a mare by Fappiano son, Rubiano, but has 
sired millionaire Warning Flag and group winner War Dispatch from mares by Fappiano 
grandson Unbridled’s Song (by Unbridled). This suggests other Fappiano line horses 
such as Broken Vow, Empire Maker, Birdstone, Grindstone, Songandaprayer, 
Quiet American and Cryptoclearance (grandsire of Candy Ride). War Front also has 
2015 grade one winner Jack Milton out of a mare by Forty Niner, and a grade two winner 
out of a mare by that horse’s son, Coronado’s Quest; grade one winner Peace and War 
from a daughter of Smart Strike; and stakes winners of daughters by Kingmambo and 
Pulling Punches (by Two Punch). The Factor should like Mr. Prospector through 
Woodman – broodmare sire of War Front stakes winner – and Seeking the Gold 
(both bred on the same cross as The Factor’s broodmare sire, Miswaki). Other branches 
of Mr. Prospector worthy of consideration include Gone West (and sons such as 
Speightstown, Mr. Greeley, Grand Slam and Elusive Quality), and Gulch and his son 
Thunder Gulch. Mr. Prospector is a member of the Raise a Native line, and War Front 
has 2015 European Champion Two-  Year- Old Air Force Blue out of a mare by Maria’s Mon, 
from the Majestic Light branch of Raise a Native.

Although The Factor is a product of the Northern Dancer/Mr. Prospector cross, those 
strains will not appear until the fourth generation of his offspring. Danzig line stallions 
have excelled with mares descending from Sadler’s Wells, including two stakes winners 
by War Front out of a mare by Sadler’s Wells, and a graded stakes winner from a 
daughter of El Prado (sire of Medaglia d’Oro, Kitten’s Joy and Artie Schiller). War 
Front is also sire of stakes winners out of mares by Theatrical (by Nureyev); Hennessy 
(by Storm Cat); and out of mares descending from Nijinsky II via Strawberry Road, 
Alydeed (by Shadeed) and Caerleon, suggesting daughters of Royal Academy. 
Northern Dancer is three- quarters related to Icecapade, and War Front is sire of a 
grade one winner out of a mare by Mazel Trick (by Phone Trick) and a graded stakes 
winner out of a mare by that horse’s sire, Clever Trick.

Out A.P. Indy line mares, War Front already has five stakes winners, including millionaire 
Departing, from daughters of Pulpit (sire of Tapit and Sky Mesa), and a stakes winner 
out of a mare by Old Trieste, suggesting other sources of A.P. Indy, such as Malibu 
Moon, Mineshaft, Congrats, Flatter and Bernardini. From Roberto line mares come 
grade one winners War Command and Line of Battle, out of daughters of Red Ransom, 
and Arch (by Kris S.), and a stakes winner out of a mare by Repriced, also suggesting 
Dynaformer, Lear Fan and Silver Hawk. War Front’s multiple grade one winner 
Declaration of War is one of two graded winners out of mares by Rahy, from the Blushing 
Groom line, and from the same sire line he also has a grade two winner from a daughter 
of Housebuster (by Mt. Livermore). From the In Reality line, War Front has grade one 
scorer Data Link from a daughter of Known Fact.
- Alan Porter
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